In the last years Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems have gained ground for content sharing between communities, determining a real revolution on the Internet. The characteristics of P2P systems make them a very good choice for multimedia content distribution over IP networks. However, although P2P technology gives new opportunities to define an efficient multimedia streaming application, at the same time it involves a set of technical challenges and issues due to the best-effort service offered by the Internet and its dynamic and heterogeneous nature. The most of existent protocols for video communications over P2P mainly focus on tree topology maintenance, without paying any attention to the encoding problem. The idea of this paper is to propose a multipoint video broadcast framework over a heterogeneous content distribution P2P network. In the proposed system the source generates the video flow by using an MPEG-4/FGS encoder, in such a way that no losses occur at the Baselayer stream even in the presence of short-term bandwidth fluctuations. Although in the past the FGS was not employed due to its encoding complexity, today, thanks to advances in hardware technology, we were able to develop an MPEG-4/FGS encoder on low-cost PCs which turned out to be more feasible and appealing for its flexibility. The FGS layer is sent together with the Base layer, but with a lower priority. The source uses a rate controller to regulate the encoding rate of the Base layer. To this aim, a protocol is defined in order to provide the source with information related to the most stringent bottleneck link on the overlay network. A technique to reorganize the content distribution tree is proposed and discussed. To evaluate the performance of the proposed framework a case study is introduced; improvements obtained with respect to several reference cases where FGS is not applied are also shown.
Introduction
In recent years, with the widespread deployment of broadband access, broadcast video transmission over the Internet is becoming increasingly popular [1] . The main problem of such a kind of systems is to realize multipoint communication on the current Internet that does not natively support it. In the first generation of such systems the most widely used approach has been the employment of multiple parallel unicast streaming. According to this approach, multimedia data are transmitted by the source to each receiver in a pointto-point fashion: whenever a new client accesses the service, a dedicated stream is allocated until the end of it connection. However, since this approach requires a separate streaming bandwidth for each client, the multimedia source and the consumed network bandwidth resources inevitably grow linearly with the user population. Therefore this approach is not scalable with the number of users, and thus unfeasible in video broadcast scenarios, where the number of users is very high.
The first solution to the scalability problem was the application of IP network multicasting. In this way, unlike multiple parallel unicast transmission, a multicast multimedia stream can be shared by more than one receiver. The network switches/routers automatically replicate the multicast video for multiple receivers without adding any extra streaming workload on the multimedia server. However, IP multicast is not widely deployed, mainly due to practical and political issues. For example, multicast is not available in many lowcost Internet access points, like domestic ADSL.
In the meanwhile, Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems have gained ground for content sharing between communities, determining a real revolution on the Internet. Unlike traditional distributed systems, P2P networks are self-organizing 2 International Journal of Digital Multimedia Broadcasting networks that aggregate large numbers of heterogeneous computers called nodes or peers (nodes and peers will be used interchangeably in this paper). In P2P systems, peers can communicate directly with each other for data sharing and data exchanging. Peers also share their communication and storage resources.
The characteristics of P2P systems make them a very good choice for video broadcast over IP networks [2] . According to the P2P approach, peers interested in the same video transmission organize themselves into an applicationlayer multicast tree. A peer in the application layer multicast tree receives video packets from it parent, then duplicates and forwards them to it children [3, 4] . Peers in the overlay network are cooperative in the sense that they share data and exchange group control information. A multitude of protocols have been proposed in previous literature to manage tree-structured overlay networks for video broadcast [5] [6] [7] [8] .
However, although P2P technology gives new opportunities to define an efficient multimedia streaming application, at the same time, it involves a set of technical challenges and issues due to the best-effort and dynamic nature of the service offered by the Internet, and the heterogeneity of terminals used by clients to access the service. First of all, although peers access the network through different access links with totally different bandwidth characteristics, often dominated by the uplink connections, P2P communication infrastructure is often built upon an overlay network whose topology does not depend on the underlying physical network. seconds, network bandwidth, delay and loss behaviors rapidly change in time. Last, but not least, a large number of different terminals are becoming very popular, ranging from powerful high-performance home receivers to mobile handheld video devices; they present different capabilities and requirements in receiving and decoding video content.
The work in [9] describes state-of-the-art strategies that allow the deployment of efficient streaming solutions in P2P systems, focusing on both delivery architectures and adaptive streaming mechanisms. These solutions enable resourcedemanding and delay-constrained applications over unstructured networks, and demonstrate the powerful of the P2P paradigm, along with adaptive streaming mechanisms, providing an interesting alternative for low-cost and effective multimedia communication applications.
In this context many other protocols based over P2P have been defined in the last few years. Unfortunately, the most of them are mainly related to the maintenance of the tree topology (see [10] for further details); they are not focused to the encoding aspects which, especially in heterogeneous and dynamic scenarios like the one considered in this paper, are fundamental issues that have to be accounted very carefully. In fact, a common hypothesis for all of them is that the source should encode video flows with the knowledge of the instantaneous network bandwidth of all peer-to-peer connections over the tree, and modify it output rate according to bandwidth variations. Otherwise, if no instantaneous knowledge of the link bandwidths is available at the source, encoding should be performed with an average quality, providing (i) "good" peers (i.e., peers with a high-speed Internet access and a high-performance receiver device) with a bandwidth waste and an inadequately low-quality level,
(ii) "bad" peers (e.g., peers accessing the service with handheld devices, or accessing the Internet with lowrate links) with unpredictable and large number of losses.
However, even when the source knows the instantaneous bandwidth of each link in the distribution tree, the decision of the encoding bit rate is very hard. In fact, the solution that avoids losses would be to follow the worst peers, but in such a case the overall quality of the broadcasted video should be dominated by them: one peer with a very poor bandwidth is able to strongly degrade the quality of the video received by all the other peers. Some rare cases of works accounting video encoding in P2P multipoint video distribution are present in literature, but they are often limited to nonrealtime video on demand (VOD) applications. For example, [11] presents a P2P multicast protocol and analyzes the gains that video coding and prioritized packet scheduling at the application layer can bring to the overall streaming performance. A rate-distortion model which predicts end-to-end video quality was presented in throughput-limited environments, using a source that applies H.264 encoding with SP and SI frames in order to adaptively stop the error propagation due to packet loss. However, in that paper, retransmission requests issued by receiving hosts are used to recover the most important missing packets while limiting the induced congestion, and therefore cannot be applied in video broadcast scenarios, where retransmissions may be the cause of unacceptable delay jitter.
Keeping all this in mind, the idea of this paper is to apply fine granularity scalability (FGS) encoding [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] for video transmission. FGS is an evolution of the scalable hierarchical video encoding; it was defined some years ago to deliver multimedia applications in heterogeneous network environments with different bandwidth and loss behaviors.
An FGS stream has only two layers: a Base layer that must be received to make possible video decoding, and an enhancement layer, henceforward indicated as the FGS layer, which can be delivered optionally where bandwidth is available. FGS allows the source to adjust the relative sizes of both Base and FGS layers, therefore allowing the FGS layer to be broken up and allowing the decoder to decode any portion of the received FGS layer. The source or any intermediate node is responsible to do that.
The authors of this paper think that, although not widely applied in the past due to it encoding complexity, today, thanks to the evolution in hardware and software technologies, the FGS appears a good and feasible solution for multipoint multimedia broadcast systems for the immediate future. Besides, [18] is an invention of 2006 that discloses methods, devices and systems for effective fine granularity scalability coding and decoding of video data.
In fact, the MPEG-4 FGS encoder developed by the authors is able to encode and decode video in realtime. The encoder has been implemented in Visual C++ using the International Journal of Digital Multimedia Broadcasting 3 Intel Integrated Performance Primitives (Intel IPP) [19] , an extensive library of multicore-ready, highly optimized software functions for multimedia data processing, and communications applications. Running on a start-level dual-core personal computer equipped with 2 GB of RAM, it is able to encode about 100 fps and decode about 400 fps for CIF video streams.
The target of this paper is to propose a multipoint broadcast video transmission framework over a heterogeneous content distribution P2P network. More specifically, the purpose of this work is to make the following contributions:
(i) launching and encouraging the application of a rate-controlled FGS encoding in broadcast video transmission in P2P networks; to the best of our knowledge, this is the first work with such an idea;
(ii) defining the architecture and a network managing protocol for the proposed broadcasting P2P platform;
(iii) analyzing and discussing an algorithm to manage the P2P network tree topology in a case study, giving the readers the possibility to change and tune the algorithm parameters according to the domain of interest: people who want to use the proposed architecture can freely decide to define any other tree topology management protocol and apply that to the Topology Manager entity described along the paper.
In the proposed platform the source generates the Base layer of the MPEG-4 stream in such a way that no losses occur at the Base-layer stream even in the presence of short-term bandwidth fluctuations. The FGS layer is sent together with the Base layer, but with a lower priority. In this way, peers connected to other peers through bottleneck links guarantee an efficient transmission of the Base layer, discarding only portions of the FGS layer. The source uses a rate controller to regulate the encoding rate of the Base layer. A protocol is defined in order to provide the source with the necessary information related to the bandwidth of the most stringent bottleneck link. The framework works on a tree-structured P2P network, and any tree construction and management protocols [5] [6] [7] [8] can be adopted.
A case study is introduced to evaluate both the performance of the proposed framework and the improvements obtained with respect to a reference case in which FGS is not applied.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a brief description of FGS. Section 3 describes the proposed platform and the definition of the protocol. Section 4 analyzes a case study; first, the simulator tool we have implemented to generate the bandwidth processes at the overlay network level is described. Then, a statistical analysis of the performance at both the overlay network and the application levels will be carried out. Specifically, performance is calculated analyzing video at the receiving side, accounting frame loss and encoding PSRN simultaneously. Performance comparison with other platforms is made in order to evaluate the improvements introduced by that proposed in this paper. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
FGS: Overview and Some Statistics
In this section we will provide a brief overview of the main characteristics of the FGS encoding technique in order to facilitate the understanding of the remainder sections of the paper. For a more detailed description of FGS, the reader is referred to [12] [13] [14] .
FGS is a scalable encoding technique. Generally, there are three types of scalability, that is, temporal scalability, spatial scalability and SNR scalability. In all the three cases, the Base-layer pictures are encoded based on subsampling with either less frame rate (for temporal scalability), smaller picture size (for spatial scalability), or coarser picture quality (for SNR scalability). Full-quality video is obtained by the combination of both Base and FGS layers.
FGS is an evolution of the scalable hierarchical video encoding. It emerged to deliver multimedia applications in heterogeneous network environments with different bandwidth and loss behavior. It was defined in [13] with the main target of achieving a good balance between coding efficiency and scalability.
Its encoding is designed to cover any desired bandwidth range while maintaining a very simple scalability structure. The basic idea of FGS is to encode a video sequence into two layers only, a Base layer and an enhancement layer, in the following called the FGS layer. A MPEG-4 encoding is used: the Base layer is obtained with a classical MPEG-4 encoder using nonscalable coding, whereas the FGS layer is coded using a fine-granular scheme. The latter encodes the difference between the original picture and the reconstructed one with the use of bit-plane coding of the DCT coefficients.
An important application of FGS regards multihop connections with heterogeneous bandwidths; in such a case, each node may truncate where desired. The encoder needs to know just the minimum bandwidth over which it has to code the content. The bit stream of the FGS layer may be truncated by intermediate nodes into any number of bits per picture. The decoder will be able to reconstruct an enhancement video by combining the Base layer and the truncated FGS layer received bit streams. The FGS-layer video quality is proportional to the number of bits decoded by the decoder for each picture.
As far as the source is concerned, the encoding is feasible both offline and online, thanks to the availability of new hardware and software routines.
The idea of this paper is to apply MPEG-4 FGS encoding for video transmission, which allows intermediate nodes to truncate the bit stream of each frame at any point, thus only degrading the quality proportionally to the current available bandwidth. The Base layer of the MPEG-4 stream is generated in such a way that it encoding bandwidth is a little lower than the current minimum bandwidth in the tree. Therefore losses are negligible at the Base-layer stream even in the presence of short-term bandwidth fluctuations (specifically, in our system the Base layer is generated frameby-frame at 90% of the minimum link bandwidth in the whole network). The FGS layer is sent together with the Base layer, but with a lower priority. By so doing, peers connected to other peers through bottleneck links guarantee the transmission of the Base layer, discarding only portions of the FGS layer.
This scheme is sketched in Figure 1 , where an example of frame transmission on the tree is depicted. The amount of frame bits transmitted along the tree is represented by rectangles: the light gray portion of the frame represents the Base layer part, which is the same over all the links from the source to all the peers in the network. The FGS-layer part of the frame is represented with dark gray portions, with a length proportional to the number of bits forwarded to the next peer in the tree within a frame interval. Each link shows the transmission bandwidth between two connected nodes of the tree; specifically, the indicated bandwidth is the uplink bandwidth of each node towards it children. In this figure we can observe that higher-level peers receive a larger amount of bits, and therefore a better quality; quality degrades along the tree at each bottleneck uplink. In the example, the Base layer is encoded at 0.5 Mbit/s in such a way that even P 2, 7 , that is, the node with the worst connection with it parent in the tree, is able to receive it with no losses; the quality perceived by P 1,2 is greater than that perceived by P 2,6 because of the portion of FGS-layer discarded by P 1,2 due to the bandwidth value of the link {P 1,2 → P 2,6 }, which is lower than that of the link {S → P 1,2 }. Of course, the performance perceived by each peer and, as a consequence, the overall performance of the proposed system are strongly influenced by the position of each peer in the tree, and by the tree topology itself. For this reason, the tree organization strategy plays a fundamental role in the performance of the whole system, and the related issues will be deeply discussed in Section 3.3.
System Description
The target of this section is to describe the system we propose in this paper. It is a live video broadcast platform where a video source distributes a video stream to a number of clients in a multipoint fashion. Multipoint communication is achieved by applying a P2P approach, configuring a treestructured overlay network where the root is the video source, while the other clients, henceforward referred to as peers, are internal nodes or leaves. In particular, Sections 3.1 and 3.2 present, respectively, the architecture of the video source and the generic peer; Section 3.3 describes the algorithm we have used to organize the overlay tree.
Architecture of the Video Source.
The architecture of the video source is shown in Figure 2 . As it can be seen, it core is the MPEG-4/FGS Video Encoder, which receives a raw video stream at it input and produces the MPEG-4 video flow, made up of two separate streams, one related to the Base layer and one to the FGS layer. A Replicator is needed in order to create as many streams (for both Base and FGS layers) as the number of the source's children; this number is upper bounded by the so-called fan-out parameter F, defined as the maximum upload connections each peer can support at the overlay network layer. The bits produced at each frame interval are queued in the Base-layer Buffer and FGS-layer Buffer, respectively, in order to avoid possible losses. Then they are first grouped in packets by a Packetizer and, next, sent to the Intra-Flow Scheduler, which applies a round-robin strict-priority scheduling algorithm that considers the data in the second buffer (FGS layer stream) only in case the first one (Base layer Buffer) is empty. More specifically, the buffer gives priority to I-frames since they are the most important to be received as discussed in Section 4.4.2. At the end of each GoP, if the buffers contain data (Base and FGS layer) they are emptied in order to avoid excessive buffering delays. At most 2F streams coming from these buffers end up into the InterFlow Scheduler, which applies a weighted round robin algorithm to send the streams with an amount of bandwidth proportional to the uplink bandwidth estimated towards each children of the source.
The amount of bits to be used in the Base layer, and the relative encoding quality, are determined by the Rate Controller through the quantizer scale parameter qsp, that is chosen in the range between 1 and 31: the greater the qsp value, the poorer the encoding quality. As usual, it uses the rate distortion curves of the movie being coded [20] [21] [22] .
The Rate Controller obtains the needed information about the bandwidth from the Bandwidth Statistic Manager. The latter periodically receives the source's children uplink bandwidth estimation from the Bandwidth Estimator and, at the same time, the uplink bandwidth estimation by all the other peers which are internal nodes in the tree (see B p1 · · · B pN of Figure 2 or B pi of Figure 3 ).
The qsp is chosen by the Rate Controller using the minimum value between the uplink bandwidth estimations made by all the peers in the tree at each interval.
EWMA Filter. In order to avoid excessively strong oscillations of both the encoding quality and the system behavior, the bandwidth values are first smoothed with an exponentially-weighted moving average (EWMA) filter with parameter β (RC) , defined as follows:
where B n−1 and B n are the filtered bandwidths at the (n − 1)th and nth update events, B n is the instantaneous bandwidth at the nth update event, and β (RC) is the Rate Controller filter parameter whose range is between 0 and 1; values of β (RC) close to 1 give more importance to the history of the bandwidth process, achieving a process that is less sensitive to high "frequencies" (therefore able to smooth the short-term variations), but having slower responses to bandwidth changes; conversely, very low values of β (RC) give more importance to recent measures, achieving greater responsiveness to the process variations. In our implementation we have used the Rate Controller EWMA (EWMA RC ) with β (RC) = 0.8. Another important block in the video source architecture is the Topology Manager, which decides and maintains the tree network topology by deciding the position of each peer within the tree. It receives the uplink bandwidths of all the International Journal of Digital Multimedia Broadcasting
Base layer frame portion FGS layer frame portion peers from the Bandwidth Statistic Manager, and implements an algorithm to manage both peer arrival and departure events. In detail, the Topology Manager is responsible of the following tasks When a new peer arrives, this peer issues an admission request to the Topology Manager in order to receive both a position in the current tree and the IP address of the peer that will be it parent. The Topology Manager sends also the IP address of the new peer to it parent node. Specifically, the parent node inserts the IP of the new child in it Replicator in order to create another copy of the packets for the new child. The parent node creates also a new buffer pair (for the Base and the FGS layers) for it new child, and communicates to the Packetizer and the InterFlow Scheduler to handle the new node. The latter will be inserted in the weighted round robin buffer. Finally, the parent node inserts the IP of it new child in the Bandwidth Estimator.
When an existing peer departs, the process just described for peer arrival is reversed. The parent node deletes from the Replicator the IP of the departing peer. It also cancels the buffer pair (for the Base and the FGS layers) and communicates to the Packetizer and the InterFlow Scheduler to stop serving it old child node. The IP of the departing peer is also removed from the Bandwidth Estimator. When the Topology Manager receives the information about the uplink bandwidth of each peer, periodically (in our implementation we have considered a period of T T = 30 Seconds) it updates and optimizes the tree. To this end, using the same information received by the Bandwidth Statistic Manager, it implements an algorithm to manage topology modifications run-time after bandwidth variations. To avoid strong oscillations of peers when reorganizing them in the updated topology, the received bandwidth values are first passed under a EWMA filter, the so-called Topology Manager EWMA (EWMA TM ) filter, which works like the one defined in (1) with parameter β (TM) (in our implementation we used β (TM) = 0.9).
Architecture of a Generic
Peer. The architecture of a generic peer is shown in Figure 3 . It mainly performs three functions:
(1) video play-out, (2) forwarding, (3) bandwidth estimation.
Video bit streams, organized in IP packets, are received by the Packet Classifier, subdivided and queued in two different buffers, according to the type of packets: Base layer and FGS layer. At the same time, packets are given to the local MPEG-4/FGS Video Decoder for playback. As for the case of the source, a Replicator block is needed in order to create at most F streams (for both Base and FGS layer), one for each child of the generic peer. The bits produced at each frame interval are queued in the Base-layer Buffer and the FGSlayer Buffer, respectively. The two buffers are served by an Intra-Flow Scheduler as those discussed previously for the source. Of course, if estimation has been made correctly, the Base layer will find enough bandwidth on the transmission channels, and will not incur in any packet loss. On the other hand, the FGS-layer bits in each frame will be enqueued during the GoP, and transmitted only at the end of it, after the transmission of the Base layer of all the frames in the same GoP. If the time available for the GoP transmission elapses and bits of the new frame of the next GoP arrive, the Buffers are emptied deleting the remaining bits of the previous GoP. A smoothing operation is therefore performed in order to provide the Base layer with a higher priority.
For this reason, as already discussed previously, the decoding quality at lower levels of the tree will result worse. Each of the 2F streams coming from these buffers, together with the information about the peer topology sent by the Topology Manager of the source, ends up into a Packetizer responsible for packets creation and transmission on the Internet. Packets are sent to the InterFlow Scheduler, which, as the one discussed for the source, applies a weighted round robin algorithm and serves each flow with an amount of bandwidth proportional to the uplink bandwidth towards each source of children.
In addition to video play-out and forwarding, another important function performed by each peer is the uplink bandwidth estimation towards their children. This task is operated by the Bandwidth Estimator, which periodically sends the estimated bandwidth values to the Bandwidth Statistic Manager of the source discussed for the video source diagram of Figure 2 . The purpose of this function was to achieve the best performance in small-and medium-size networks. Conversely, if we consider large networks, the algorithm can be slightly modified to be more scalable, but with worse performance. This part of the system is completely general and any bandwidth estimation algorithm can be plugged in. The choice of it goes beyond the purpose International Journal of Digital Multimedia Broadcasting of this paper. In addition, a sophisticated algorithm to predict the bandwidth in the short or middle term [23, 24] can be applied.
Organization of the Tree.
In order to have our protocol working efficiently by applying FGS, it is obvious that a node with a low uplink bandwidth behaves as a bottleneck; if it was located in the upper part of the tree it would penalize all it descendants. Thus, the best peers should be located at the top of the tree.
For this reason, taking into account that link bandwidth varies in time, the Topology Manager has to optimize the tree topology runtime, in order to avoid configurations with bottlenecks at the highest levels of the tree. We will assume that the downlink bandwidth of each peer is higher than the corresponding uplink bandwidth. In fact:
(1) there are many scenarios (e.g., ADSL) where the uplink bandwidth is lower than downlink bandwidth;
(2) the uplink bandwidth is shared with tree nodes whereas the downlink bandwidth of each peer is used as a whole to connect them with their parent only.
The Topology Manager obtains the bandwidth estimations every T P seconds (T P = 10 seconds in our implemented system). Then, every T T seconds (T T = 30 in our implementation) it updates the tree topology as follows: it chooses the F peers with the highest uplink bandwidth, and connects them as children of the source. Then, for each of these peers, the same operation is repeated, choosing the next F peers with the highest uplink bandwidths. This algorithm is run recursively until all the peers get a position in the tree. To optimize the bandwidth performance and to further balance the tree, the nodes in the last level (the leaves) are evenly distributed among the peers in the upper level of the tree (the parents nodes) in a round robin fashion; this avoids the scenario where some peer is overloaded with it uplink bandwidth whereas others are not. Figure 4 shows an example of a tree built as explained, with 24 peers and F = 3.
Basically, this tree is balanced and complete (all the levels are full except for the bottom level).
Let us note that changes in the topology structure can be deleterious for video decoding of peers; changing their position in the tree can cause sudden changes in delays, thus increasing the delay jitter as well. In addition, let us observe that this does not happen only when a peer changes level in the tree, but also if either it changes it parent or one of it predecessors changes level or predecessor. However, two important observations can be made in favor of such a strategy:
(1) since the bandwidth values are passed under the Topology Manager EWMA (EWMA TM ) filter (see Section 4), this strategy is not affected by occasional bandwidth changes. Changes in the tree topology occur in the event of serious and lasting bandwidth changes; in this case changes are likely to optimize performance;
(2) the delay jitter caused by topology changes can be recovered at destination through the application of intelligent compensation buffers and adaptive media play-out techniques (see e.g., [25, 26] ).
Another observation is that both the interval durations T P and T T , and the parameters for all the EWMA filters used in our implementation were chosen empirically after a large number of experiments in order to optimize the tradeoff between system responsiveness to network bandwidth variations and the amount of signaling traffic.
Case Study
In this section we define a case study to analyze the performance of the proposed system. The target is to demonstrate the gain achieved by applying FGS encoding against classical video streaming over P2P, in terms of the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) evaluated on the video flow received at destination from each peer. More specifically, Section 4.1 introduces our case study; Section 4.2 describes the bandwidth generation simulator we developed to generate the processes of the uplink bandwidth at the overlay network level; Section 4.3 analyzes some statistics of the considered sequence; Section 4.4 contains both the results of the overlay network behavior analysis and the performance analysis at the application level. Finally, Section 4.5 shows the comparison of the platform we propose in this paper against other approaches currently used.
Case Study Description.
According to what we said in the previous section, we consider a video distribution platform with centralized control by the Topology Manager.
We will assume that all the peers, included the source, have set the same fan-out parameter, F, representing the maximum number of peers that can be attached as children in the distribution tree. We will carry out a steady-state analysis, assuming that the number of peers in the network, hereafter referred to as N, remains constant for the whole duration of the simulation. In this way our study does not depend on the particular algorithm used to manage the topology structure when peer arrivals or departures occur. Therefore, the only job of the Topology Manager is to rearrange the tree according to bandwidth variations. The management of transitory peers will be discussed in the Future Work section.
Peers are grouped in C = 5 different classes, each characterized by different Internet access link performances, and different average values of the uplink bandwidth. As previously explained, the downlink bandwidth of each peer is assumed to be much higher than the corresponding uplink bandwidth. Therefore, along this section we will refer to the uplink bandwidth as the bandwidth, unless explicitly mentioned. Classes are organized with decreasing average bandwidth values: for example, peers in the third class have higher bandwidth values than peers in the fourth class. We have assumed that the source is a high-bandwidth server with an uplink of 5 Mbit/s.
Bandwidth Generation Simulator.
In real scenarios bandwidth apparently available to a peer (e.g., the ADSL access of it domestic connection) might be not true, and the peer actually can make use only of a small fraction of it, for example due to the intensive use of file sharing programs or bandwidth sharing with other users in the same LAN. For this reason, in order to model the bandwidth variations in a realistic manner, we realized a bandwidth generation simulator at the overlay network level. It creates the desired bandwidth sequences first generating intermediate sequences, by using a modified version of the Switched Batch Bernoulli Process (SBBP) (see [20, 27] This EWMA filter is applied to the temporary sequences generated at the first step, to achieve the final smoothed traces. Therefore, the uplink of each peer is simulated with two blocks in cascade: a bandwidth generator block and a EWMA BV filter block for the smoothing needed to obtain the desired dynamics. The bandwidth generation tool and the uplink bandwidth processes used for all the simulations are available at [28] . The first step of the generation algorithm works as follows. Let i ∈ {1, . . . , C} be the generic class, grouping peers with similar Internet accesses, and let P (i) be the generic peer belonging to the class i.
Let BW P (i) (n) be the uplink bandwidth process of the peer P (i) .
The process BW P (i) (n) will be considered as modulated by a L-state underlying Markov chain, where the mean permanence is a geometricall-distributed random variable with mean value M μ , assumed equally for all the classes. Once the underlying Markov chain leaves a state, it moves to one of the other states with the same probability. To this end we define the generic element of the transition probability matrix of the underlying Markov chain as follows: During the permanence of the Markov chain in the generic state h, with h ∈ {1, . . . , L}, the value of the uplink bandwidth at the slot n, BW P (i) (n), is randomly chosen according to a Gaussian distribution with a state-dependent mean value 
In our case study we have used a slot duration of 1 seconds, the number of states of the Markov chain L = 5, a mean duration of the permanence in each state of the underlying Markov chain of M μ = 60 slots, and W = 370 kbit/s.
Let us stress that the bandwidth generation technique and values described above are only provided for the reproducibility of the results achieved: any other bandwidth generation process can be used. In fact, other bandwidth processes have been applied by the authors, giving equally significant results and leading to the same conclusions discussed below.
Statistical Analysis of the Considered Sequence.
For all the experiments along the paper we have considered a sequence of the video "BBC Planet Earth documentary". The sequence has a duration of 20 minutes and is encoded with a 176 × 144 QCIF format, at a frame rate of 25 frame/seconds, and using as Group of Pictures (GoP) structure with the pattern IBBPBB. For the sake of completeness, in this section we show a statistical analysis of this sequence.
The first parameter we analyze is the activity process of the sequence, which is a spatial property: the greater the spatial frequency range, the greater the activity. Activity has a strong impact on the behavior of the encoding results, in both frame size and PSNR: frames with a higher activity have a higher size; on the other hand, if a rate controller is applied to control the frame size, frames with a higher activity present a lower PSNR. Activity is determined by the scene of the movie only, and does not depend on the encoding technique and parameters used in the encoding process. Its time behavior for the considered sequence is shown in Figure 5 , together with it first-and second-order statistics in terms of probability density function (pdf) and normalized autocorrelation function. Figure 6 presents the Rate-Distortion curves, calculated as in [20] [21] [22] for both the Base layer and the whole sequence (the latter is considered as the aggregation of both the Base and the FGS layers). The curves represent the frame size (Figures 6(a) and 6(b)) and the PSNR (Figures 6(c) and 6(d)) for the three encoding modes (I, P and B) as a function of the quantizer scale parameter, qsp. The strongly decreasing behavior of the curves for low values of qsp in Figure 6 (b) is due to the corresponding behavior of the Base layer in the same range, since the Base layer is predominant over the FGS layer within this range. In Figure 6 (d) we can observe that, as expected, the presence of the FGS layer allows the quality of the overall sequence to reach a high value even when the Base layer is encoded with high values of qsp, and therefore the overall PSNR is almost independent on the used quantizer scale. It follows that a low value for qsp would increase the frame size of the base layer too much, causing potential frame losses in case of bandwidth oscillations; on the other hand, a high value for qsp would increase the size of the aggregation of Base and FGS layers to be transmitted and decrease the PSNR. However, in this latter case, the encoded stream is more robust to network losses, thanks to the higher percentage of FGS bits, that can be truncated in any point of the stream. Therefore, in real scenarios, that is in presence of bandwidth oscillations, it is obvious the importance of the Rate Controller: according to bandwidth, it has to determine the size of the Base, and consequently the size of the FGS layer, in order to maximize the encoding quality, but getting frame losses as fewer as possible. For this reason, in our analysis we will consider the following quality of service (QoS) aspects simultanously:
(1) the encoding quality at the source side;
(2) the loss percentage in the network.
In fact, it is misleading considering the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) parameter at the source only, that is, for all the frames encoded by the source, since the quality perceived at destination is strongly degraded if network losses occur. On the other hand, it is misleading as well averaging PSNR over only the noncorrupted received frames because in this case the estimation would result not fair (e.g., because low-quality frames are small, and therefore more likely to be received). Table 3 : Average PSNR and Q for representative peers in each class (Dynamic + Base method). For this reason, in order to take into account the encoding quality and the frame rate reduction simultaneously, we have used a Quality parameter, defined in [29] through a heuristic formula, which models the overall video quality at destination as a function of both the mean PSNR in dB of the received frames and the frame rate. More specifically, the Quality parameter is defined as follows:
where psnr is the PSNR value measured at the destination averaged only on the frames received at destination, fr is the frame rate of the video sequence received at destination, excluding frames corrupted due to damages of the Base layer for network losses. The constant coefficients in (3) were calculated in [29] by evaluating the data set obtained in a survey, and assuming a minimum acceptable frame rate of 5 frame/seconds. According to the above definition, the greater the PSNR and the frame rate at destination, the greater the Q parameter. Figure 7 shows the frame loss percentage and the Q value against the mean available network bandwidth for different values of qsp. Negative values of Q represent a decoded frame rate at destination of less than 5 fps, which is the minimum threshold assumed in [29] for an acceptable quality.
Numerical Results.
This section contains numerical results concerning the overlay network behavior analysis (Section 4.4.1), and the performance analysis at the application level (Section 4.4.2).
Overlay Network Behavior Analysis.
Here we will show results on some peers randomly chosen as representative of their corresponding class. Their uplink bandwidth has been generated using the tool described in Section 4.2.
We have fixed the number of peers to 85, including the source, and analyzed the performance for three different values of the fan-out parameter, F ∈ {2, 3, 4}. The 84 peers (the source has been considered as a high-bandwidth server with 5 Mbit/s uplink) have been randomly chosen from five different classes of peers (peers in different classes have different ranges of bandwidth values, as discussed in Section 4) according to a uniform distribution. The resulting peers were distributed as follows: We have generated traces for a time interval of 20 minutes, equal to the length of the considered movie trace. The last level of the obtained trees is partially filled for F ∈ {2, 3}, whereas it is completely filled for F = 4. Table 1 shows the number of tree levels and the number of peers lying in the last level for the three considered values of F.
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International Journal of Digital Multimedia Broadcasting Table 4 : Average PSNR and Q for peers in each class for (Static + Base/FGS method) with F ∈ {2, 3, 4}. Table 5 : Average PSNR and Q for representative peers in each class (Static + Base method). In order to work with a more efficient scheme, as already introduced in Section 3.3, the leaf nodes have been assigned to the peers in the last but one level in a round-robin fashion.
We first show in Figures 8, 9 , and 10 how the system works, analyzing the behavior of three representative peers (peer of class 1 on the left column, peer of class 3 in the middle one, and peer of class 5 on the right one) taken as representatives of their corresponding classes.
More specifically, for each considered peer, Figures 8(a) and 8(b) present the state of the underlying Markov chain of it uplink bandwidth, and the generated uplink bandwidth, respectively, and show how the Markov model is able to impress the desired temporal correlation on the bandwidth process. Then in Figures 9(a) , 9(b) and 9(c) we observe how peers change level during their lifetime according to the behavior of the instantaneous uplink bandwidth from the source, and therefore are strongly influenced by the class they belong to.
Figures 10(a), 10(b), and 10(c) show the time behavior of the number of children for the considered peers. A peer of class 5 (third column) is usually a leaf of the tree, that is, it has no children, and it does not frequently become an internal node. Different observations hold for the considered peer of class 1 (first column), which has always a positive number of children for all the values of F ∈ {2, 3, 4}. For F = 3, the peer of class 1 changes level quite often, and, consequently, it gets either 2 or 3 children according to the level where it is situated. The peer of class 3 (second column) changes it level quite often for F = 3 and, for this reason, it number of children varies from 0 to 2.
The reader notes that Figures 8, 9 , and 10 are strictly correlated. Peers with low bandwidth values get lower positions in the tree, whereas peers with higher bandwidth values lie in the upper levels.
For example, around the time instant 200 Seconds, the peer of class 1 (first column) has a bandwidth which rapidly increases (see Figure 8(b) ) and, consequently, this peer is immediately moved from level 2 to level 1 for F ∈ {2, 3, 4}. Consequently, the number of children increases and it is exactly equal to F, for each F ∈ {2, 3, 4}.
Performance Analysis at the Application Level.
In this section we will show some statistics concerning the quality of the video received from the source by the peers we are considering as representative of each class. Table 2 shows the average PSNR and the average Quality parameter Q defined in Section 4.3 (3), measured at destination on the overall sequence by peers of each class for different values of F. Figure 11 shows the PSNR per frame for the videos received by the three representative peers (one of class 1, one of class 3 and one of class 5) when both Base and FGS layers are transmitted (in black), and the PSNR difference between the video transmitted with both Base and FGS layers and the video transmitted with just the Base layer (in gray). For each value of F, when both Base and FGS layers are used, the PSNR is always higher, or, at the most, equal (difference equal to 0) to each other. As discussed in Section 2, we have considered the video in QCIF format using the pattern IBBPBB as Group of Picture (GoP) structure. As a consequence of the application of this pattern, we remark that when a frame is lost, an error propagation action occurs as follow.
(i) If an I-frame gets lost then all the other frames of the same GoP and the two ending B frames of the previous GoP are lost as well.
(ii) If a P-frame gets lost then the two starting and the two ending B frames of the same GoP are also lost.
(iii) If a B-frame gets lost then nothing happens since B frames are not needed for the reconstruction of the other frames.
For each frame of the GoP, we have also computed it loss percentage (for F ∈ {2, 3, 4}) shown in Figure 12 . The reader notes that, as introduced in Section 3.1, I-frames have the priority to be transmitted with respect to the other GOP frames because an I-frame loss causes 7 more frame losses. It is for this reason that, in our system, it is more difficult to incur in I-frame losses (i.e., charts in Figure 12 do not show any loss of I-frames). Each chart in the table has the peer class as x-axis, and the frame loss percentage as y-axis. For each value in the x-axis there are five columns related to the six GOP frames (since the one related to I-frame is always 0). Figure 13 shows a histogram of the number of consecutive frames which are lost, calculated for the three representative peers and for F ∈ {2, 3, 4}. Let us note that there are no more than 5 consecutive frame loss: the reason is no I-frame has been lost (an I frame should have caused a number of eight consecutive lost frames: BBIBBPBB). Instead, in some cases, there are 5 consecutive lost frames, due to the corruption of the Base layer of a P-frame (in this case both the two B-frames before and the two B-frames after the lost P-frame cannot be decoded, and therefore the following pattern is lost: BBPBB). Let us note that a combination of losses that causes three or four consecutive lost frames does not exist.
FGS Performance Assessment.
In this section we show how our video transmission system greatly improves on scenarios where either the tree is created but is not updated according to peer uplink bandwidth variations (and therefore it is static), or the enhancement layer for video transmission is not sent at all (i.e., FGS encoding is not applied). More specifically, in the following we will consider for comparison the four combinations of the above situations that can be classified and called as follows:
(1) Dynamic + Base/FGS (DF): a peer-to-peer network (with F ∈ {2, 3, 4}) where peers are organized with a tree topology which changes dynamically using both Base and FGS layers for video transmission; this is the novel method we propose in this paper;
(2) Dynamic + Base (DB):a peer-to-peer network (with F ∈ {2, 3, 4}) where peers are organized with a tree topology which changes dynamically; in such a case each peer receives the Base layer only of the whole movie;
(3) Static + Base/FGS (SF): a peer-to-peer network where peers are organized in a static tree (peer position is fixed in the tree for the whole transmission), and the source uses both Base and FGS layers for video transmission;
(4) Static + Base (SB): a peer-to-peer network where peers are organized in a static tree (peer position is fixed in the tree for the whole transmission); in such a case each peer receives the Base layer only of the whole movie.
For such scenarios, for each class of peers and values of F ∈ {2, 3, 4} we show the PSNR, the Q value, the frame loss percentage and the distribution of consecutive frames losses.
We have already shown the above parameters for the novel method we propose in this paper (i.e., Dynamic + Base/FGS) in Table 2 and Figures 12 and 13 . As far as the frame loss percentage and consecutive frame losses are concerned, let us notice that only the Base-layer frames contribute to their computation; therefore the methods Dynamic + Base/FGS and Dynamic + Base produce the same results (shown in Figures 12 and 13) for them. However, the PSNR and Q values for Dynamic + Base method are different since the FGS layer gives more details in terms of video quality. Table 3 shows such values. As expected, the PSNR and Q values for each combination of F and peer class are worse than the corresponding PSNR and Q values achieved by applying the Dynamic + Base/FGS method, and shown in Table 2 .
The PSNR and Q values produced by Static + Base/FGS and Static + Base methods are shown in Tables 4 and 5 , respectively. Similar considerations taken for the Dynamics methods hold: as shown in Figures 14 and 15 they produce the same results for the frame losses and the consecutive frame losses. In addition, from Figure 15 we can note that Static methods incur in a number of consecutive frame losses much higher than the ones of Dynamic methods.
As seen above for the Dynamics methods, the PSNR and the Q values for the Static + Base/FGS method are better than those produced by the Static + Base method.
In order to better analyze the impact of the applied method over the number of consecutive frames, we have calculated the average length of the periods of consecutive losses for both Static and Dynamic methods, for F ∈ {2, 3, 4}. The results are shown in Figure 16 .
Finally, we have produced Figure 17 showing global results of each of the four methods above discussed for each of the variables of interest (PSNR, frame losses and Q value), and for each value of F ∈ {2, 3, 4}. Each value is calculated as the average of each performance parameter over all the peers in the network. It is evident how the PSNR and the Q values are much better for the proposed method (i.e., Dynamic + Base/FGS). Dynamic methods, for F ∈ {2, 3}, present a slightly higher value of frame losses: this is due to the size of the Base layer which is bigger, and therefore more vulnerable, than the one obtained using Static methods.
Conclusions and Future Work
This paper proposes a multipoint video transmission framework over a heterogeneous content distribution P2P network. The source generates the video flow by using an MPEG-4/FGS encoder, in such a way that the number of losses occurring at the Base-layer stream are minimized, even in the presence of short-term bandwidth fluctuations.
The FGS layer is sent together with the Base layer, but with a lower priority. The source uses a rate controller to regulate the encoding rate of the Base layer, according to an estimation of the bandwidth of the overlay network bottlenck link. A protocol is defined in order to provide the source with this information.
A case study is introduced to evaluate the performance of the proposed framework and the improvements obtained with respect to some reference cases in which FGS is not applied and/or the overlay network topology is not dynamically reorganized.The problem of organizing the tree in realtime is discussed and some techniques are proposed and compared.
As future work we plan to investigate the possibility to apply the proposed scheme for 3D-video streaming on several application scenarios: three
-dimensional television (3D-TV), free viewpoint television (FTV), and multi-view video coding (MVC).
Another task to take into account is to perform a statistical analysis of the delay, and in particular the delay jitter that, as discussed in Section 3.3, may result critical for frequent topology changes, particularly for realtime applications.
A feasible solution would be to design an adaptive playout buffer to reduce packet discarding at destination, and a topology management strategy which is able to wisely decide the position of each peer in the tree in order to avoid delay jitter that cannot be compensated even with an adaptive playout buffer.
Last but not least, in presence of high churn rate, the management of transitory peers will be investigated in order to maintain the architecture as more robust as possible.
